
Detection of tidal signals in the vectors monitored  
by QSCAT or ASCAT 

 ….Tidal velocities are more than 2 orders of magnitude smaller than wind speeds…. 

Research supported by the QuikSCAT mission. Thank you! 
See “Moon-Climate” proposal in a (Moon+Earth)’s mass centered system 7dim (x,y,z,t, LOD_Moon, PiX, 
PiY).  
“Angles are a measure of TIME.”-  Can we get  directions of tidal vectors from scatterometers?   

-----  S2 tidal 
currents (t) 
sampled by 
QSCAT or 
ASCAT @ their 
respective  
cross-equatorial 
times, on average 
during one month 
of a collocated 
data set. 

Wind diff       :  V.QSCAT –   V.ASCAT  ___ 

Tide diff *200: S2.QSCAT – S2.ASCAT  -----   

m/s for winds 
         or 
cm/s for tides 

2/2/10 



Ray, Egbert, Erofeeva, 2001, 2002, 2005:  “ M2 and S2 tidal energy flux: from  Indian  to Pacific 
                                                                      K1  primarily powered from the Pacific Ocean. 

Sun-synchronous satellites (like QSCAT/ASCAT/ERS) detect  
     * diurnal LuniSolar K1 tide as  annually rotating vectors, 
     * semi-diurnal S2 (or all solar tides) as permanent vectors. 

M2 (Lunar) energy flux vectors                    K1 (LuniSolar) energy flux vectors 

Ocean Tide Energy Vectors  



Content 

•  Background. 

•  S2: solar (12h permanent. 

•  K1: lunisolar  annual.  

•  M2: main tide   BIG News: period =14.7 days 

•  All tides:  BIG News  on the wavelengths. 
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 Tropical Pacific: mean  20-July 1999 to 30-Jan 2001 

OVWST Portland 2007 

AGCM skills is poor close to the equator. Scatterometers will perform better. 
But presently,all QSCAT L3 products give very strong northward TY 
~10000km-long curl ans convgce 
+ convergence with northerlies along 10N:15N 
which create large scale imbalance in ocean models. 

ERS 



Mean 1999-2001 TX and TY Indian Ocean 

TX, TY from AGCM (NCEP or ECMWF) known as not good close to the equator (f=0). 
All QSCAT L3  are much stronger to the East along equator and to the North in the SouthWest IO 

OSE, Sep 2007 



The difference between model and observed MSL is too big to be real. 
It corresponds to a change in Earth’s oblateness which 
is incompatible with the observed range of LOD variations. 

cm 

Model forced by QuikSCAT vectors (CORE2): courtesy of Dr. Large (NCAR), OVWST, Seattle, 2008 

Mean Sea Level produced by OGCM forced by QSCAT relative to observed MSL 



17or 8 cm 10cm 

M2 or S2 

M2 or S2 

K1 

K1 

Astronomical forcing amplitude of tides is either symmetric like (M2, S2)  
                                                                        or antisymmetric like (K1). 



UH S2 

UH K1 VH K1 

VH S2 

Tidal transports from TPXO7.2 (OSU) 

Unlike climate O/A circulations: Meridional component V as big as zonal U 



Differences of S2 tidal currents at satellite cross-equatorial times 

U 

U 

V 

 12pm – 6am like “QSCAT-Adeos2” 

 12pm – 9am like “QSCAT-ASCAT” 

V 



S2 current changes between scatterometer times 

Relative to Adeos2, QSCAT in the tropics has bigger: 
 * Pacific convergence in North and clockwise curl in the East, 
 * Atlantic eastward flow in the whole  basin with divergence along equator, 
 * Indian polewars divergent flow at 20S, eastward in the E, westward in the W.                



S2 current changes between scatterometer times 

Relative to ASCAT (and Adeos2), QSCAT  
 * Pacific convergence in North is in the eastern half 
 * Atlantic North/South divergence (like Adeos2), eastward flow in the South only, 
 * Indian divergence, westward in W stronger than eastward in E (+curl stronger in W).                



S2 current changes between scatterometer times 

Max values are along the coasts. 

Scatterometer differences probably detect tidal current vectors along the coast  
even better than in the open ocean. Scatterometers can probably help a lot to  
understand the role of the oceans in the rotation of the Earth (LOD and polar motions). 

For mapping purposes in this file, vectors are plotted on the coarse grid=4º*4º. 
On previous slides, we plotted only the values that are faster than 2cm/s (length of vector=3). 
Here, length of vectors = “by default” so that it matches the highest value of current (~2m/s). 



2007:2008 averaged  Meridional wind difference QSCAT - ASCAT   

QSCAT is  more convergent towards the “equator” than ASCAT. 

OVWST, Seattle, Nov 2008 

Collocated ASCAT, QSCAT, ECMWF, Bentamy 



(QSCAT-ASCAT) detection of tidal flow consistent with OGCM results  

Permanent Pacific tropical convergence detected by QSCAT_TideOVW rises  
sea level in Pacific and Indian oceans. 
Indian eastward tropical flow east of 80ºE resists Pacific inflow,  
but west of 80ºE, Indian equatorial easterlies + strong anticyclonic curl in  
South also rise Indian sea level with max in the SouthWest.  
Indian and Pacific accumulated waters are fed by Atlantic and high-lat waters, 
 consistently with TideOVW divergence in tropical Atlantic and eastward flow.  
Actually both NW Atlantic and Arctic waters are depleted to balance the  
tropical bulge of mass needed in the Indian and Pacific oceans to balance 
the scatterometric TideOVW.  

Q-Adeos_S2Tide                Sea Level forced by QSCAT - OBS 



U and V difference QSCAT -ECMWF 

QSCAT more convergent towards Indonesian Seas 

QSCAT more convergent in the tropics with  
max convergence South of equator in Atlantic and Indian, 
max convergence North of equator in Pacific east of dateline. 

from 11 month Bentamy colloc (oct 2007:aug 2008) ASCAT, QSCAT, ECMWF, (OVWST, Nov 2008)  



3 collocated data sets used in this study 

•  QSCAT, Adeos2, QSCAT_L3 in 2003 

•  ASCAT, QSCAT, ECMWF (results presented in 

OVWST, Seattle, 2008) with L2B from KNMI and 
NOAA. 

•  ASCAT, QSCAT, ECMWF (results produced by 

Bentamy after Seattle for B Vanhoff and for verif ) with L2B from 
KNMI and JPL. I downloaded Bentamy’s results for Nov 2007 

only. 



Content 

•  Background. 

•  S2: solar (12h permanent. 

•  K1: LuniSolar  annual.  

•  M2: main tide 14.7 days. 

•  All tides: peaks in wavelengths. 



Sampling of S2 tidal currents by QSCAT or ASCAT  

__UTideA to the East 

….UTideQ to the West 

Example: colloc in Indian at 70E, Equator during 1 month Nov 2007 

….VTideQ to the North 

__VTideA negligible 

1cm/s 

First verif:  
Sun-Synchronous satellites sample S2 into permanent currents to: 

Why isn’t it perfectly constant? Because some boxes can have the border of 2 swaths in common. 
Colloc = time_lat_lon within 0.25º*3hours max diff, 1month = 7.08M data  (Bentamy et al., 2008) 

NW for QSCAT 

E for ASCAT 

1cm/s 



QSCAT ASCAT colloc Nov 2007 sampling S2 tides along Equator 

W S2 tide 

U S2 tide  

V S2 tide 
@QSCAT---- 
@ASCAT …. 

QSCAT wind speed W almost everywhere >  ASCAT 
Biggest diff W winds in Indian and western Pacific where WTideQ > WTideA. 
S2 tideQ in Indian to the North and in Pacific to the WN (TideA Pac to the ES)  

W wind 
diff Q-A m/s 

cm/s 



QSCAT/ASCAT colloc U Winds and V S2 tides along Indian Equator 

QSCAT winds more eastward than  ASCAT. 
S2 tideQSCAT to the North (tideASCAT ~0).  

Meridional  
S2 tidal 
current V 
@QSCAT___ 
@ASCAT …. 

Zonal wind U 
QSCAT___ 
ASCAT …. 



QSCAT ASCAT PseudoStress and S2 tides along Pacific Equator 

Cross equatorial stress to the North,  QSCAT stronger than  ASCAT 
                                      in the central and eastern Pacific where:  
S2 tide:        ASCAT  to the South,      QSCAT to the North  

Meridional  
S2 tidal 
current 
@QSCAT___ 
@ASCAT …. 

Meridional Pseudo stress WV 
QSCAT___ 
ASCAT ….. 



ACC, Indian Ocean, North Pac and North Atlantic where winds and  
   oceans flow eastward: QSCAT  stronger eastward than ASCAT. 

Tropical Pacific and Atlantic where  winds and  
   oceans flow westward,  QSCAT stronger westward than ASCAT. 

 In the tropics, discrepancy is not ITCZ/SPCZ rain signature. 
The difference is convergent at 150ºE. 

 11 month -averaged  Zonal wind difference: QSCAT - ASCAT  

OVWST, Seattle, Nov 2008 



Verif S2 results along eq with 11 month-averaged colloc 

U Indian                                       V Pacific 

Results are smoother for winds but the difference is confirmed: 
                           QSCAT  stronger than  ASCAT. 
(tideS2, wind) confirmed: Pacific V tides affect cross-eq winds V 
                                         Indian V tides affect along-eq winds U. 



 S2 results  along 10N from QA colloc 

Diff Wind Speed > 1m/s   
Diff Utide max in Central and Eastern Pacific, switch sign in E 
Diff Vtide max in Indian Ocean. 

W S2 tide 

U S2 tide  

V S2 tide 
@QSCAT---- 
@ASCAT …. 

W wind 
diff Q-A m/s 

cm/s 



Verif S2 results along 10N with 11 month-averaged colloc 



S2 results along 20N with QA colloc 

Diff Wind Speed starts decreasing, so does Wtide diff.   
Diff Utide max in Central Pacific, zero in East 
Diff Vtide becomes smaller. 

W S2 tide 

U S2 tide  

V S2 tide 
@QSCAT---- 
@ASCAT …. 

W wind 
diff Q-A m/s 

cm/s 



Content 

•  Background. 

•  S2: solar (12h permanent. 

•  K1: lunisolar  annual.  

•  M2: main tide 14.7 days. 

•  All tides: peaks in frequency and wavelengths. 



Aliasing of K1 tides by SunSync altimeters is annual. 
For scatterometers, we need to distinguish asc. and desc. swaths 

to detect annual variation of the K1 tidal current directions. 

Sampled tides have opposite signs for ascending and descending swaths. 
         Note  K1.QSCAT  bigger amplitude than K1.ASCAT in Nov. Note Vampl = 2Uampl. 

To compute annual cycle, we can separate asc from desc, or  
 do this computation with all the other 11 months of colloc, 
 or compute with QSCAT/Adeos2 in 2003 during 9 month colloc.  

1.5cm/s 1cm/s 



Differences are big (>2m/s), 
They are not located where big rain.                     
Maps do not resemble diurnal cycle  
(see next slide, results presented with Bentamy to OSE in 

July 2008).                       

+3 m/s 

W 

U V 

+2 m/s 

-2 m/s 

-3 m/s 

QSCAT differences day-nite averaged in Jul 2003  
         (strong winds during summer monsoon). 



Difference in the satellite sampling of diurnal cycle from ERA40 

QSCAT-Adeos differences in the tropics (mostly meridional) 
cannot be explained by diurnal cycle. 



QSCAT_day                QSCAT_nite Adeos2_day                Adeos2_nite 

Time series from day (+) or nite (*) swaths or L3 QSCAT winds (continuous line).  

Adeos2 QSCAT 

Difference day - nite collocated QSCAT/Adeos2/L3 in 2003 

m/s 

Diff(Asc – Desc) switch sign on the same month for the 2 satellites. 
Sign  matches K1 tidal current reversal and phase of annual cycle for Q-Adeos winds. 

12m/s 



QSCAT and ASCAT winds and K1 tidal current speed along Indian equator  

QSCAT winds bigger amplitude than ASCAT winds in Nov. 
    K1.QSCAT  bigger tide amplitude than K1.ASCAT. 
We should be able to find that K1 is the tide responsible for making QSCAT  
annual cycle of convergence/curl in tropics too big to be real. 

Amplitude  
K1 tidal 
Current W 
@QSCAT___ 
@ASCAT …. 

Wind Speed: W 
QSCAT___ 
ASCAT …. 



Annual discrepancy between TPJE and model forced by QSCAT 

cm 

 J     F    M   A   M   J     J    A    S    O    N   D   

The timing of the model SL driven by 
QSCAT in the North is erroneous 
because North Pacific waters are 
rushed into the South 
Indian Ocean with  ITF  increased 
more than normal all year long and 
more than ever during summer 
Monsoon, consistently with model SL 
overestimated amplitude in the South.  

Both QSCAT and ASCAT overestimate 
the northward cross-equatorial signal 
in the eastern swell pool  
(see buoy and ADCP comparison). 

                                  OVSWT, Seattle, 2008 

NORTH 

SOUTH 



Annual discrepancy between TPJE and model forced by QSCAT 

cm 

 J     F    M   A   M   J     J    A    S    O    N   D   

The timing of the model SL driven by 
QSCAT in the North is erroneous 
because North Pacific waters are 
rushed into the South 
Indian Ocean with  ITF  increased 
more than normal all year long 
(QSCAT-S2 convgce) and more than 
ever during summer Monsoon (V K1), 
consistently with overestimated model 
SL amplitude in the South.  
Both QSCAT and ASCAT overestimate 
the northward cross-equatorial signal 
in the eastern swell pool  
(see buoy and ADCP comparison). 

                       Slide revisited 2/2/2010 

NORTH 

SOUTH 



SWELL POOLS in the tropics 

Significant Wave Height 
monitored by TPJ have strong 
Annual and biweekly  
amplitudes. 

---- New Moon phase  
…. Full Moon phase. 

Swell can modify the direction 
of basin-scale Ocean Wind  
Stress Vectors. See note. 

OVWST, Boulder, 2009 



Importance of K1 

•  QSCAT - K1 results are preliminary, but 
are of primary importance for ocean/
climate monitoring and modeling. 

•  Next 4 slides illustrate consequence for 
ENSO forecasts and for TPJ/Grace 
monitoring. 



97 

The ENSO recharge (cm) depends on the difference between TPJ (—) and  the level 
in “quasi-Sverdrup balance” with FSU ship wind vectors (----).  Using vectors derived 
from QSCAT winds to control the ENSO recharge cannot be used for  predicting ENSO. 
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Time series of North and South subtropical Pacific sea levels 



 1997/98                      2002/03                 2006/07 

Sea Level (cm) from Indian Model_QSCAT or  _FSU (---) or TPJ (—) 

Amplitude of Seasonal SL_QSCAT is unrealistic compared to (TPJ-SL_FSU). 

The (TPJ-SL_wind) level difference is used (with FSU) to monitor the changes  
due to the inflow/outflow across the Indian ocean lateral boundaries. 
This monitoring is not possible with QSCAT  ENSO forecasts fail. 



Comparison equilibrium / dynamic tides 

17cm 10cm 

60cm 24cm 

M2 

M2 

K1 

K1 

Astronomical forcing of tides is symmetric or antisymmetric. 

K1 dynamic response is small in the North Atlantic because communication with the Arctic ocean. 

Dynamic response looses N/S symmetry because more continents. K1 biggest in North 



Importance of K1 for TPJ/Grace 

•  K1 aliased in 173 days by TPJ and in 8.7 yrs by Grace. 
•  K1 corrected by FES2004 is used to compute Grace orbit 
•  Grace seasonal mass variations are removed from TPJ orbit in 

GDR_C 

•  This introduces climate errors in TPJ. 
Next slide illustrates the K1 problem with Arctic tides estimated 
from FES2004 or from Grace. 

•  SCATTEROMETER and “Moon-Earth-Sun Climate” proposal 
can reduce the uncertainties due to K1 in ocean/climate 
monitoring. 



Arctic tides: Fes04 (left) and discrepancy with Grace tides (right) 

As expected M2 error is located where M2 signal is big (close to land), but K1 error is not.  
K1 error is big (1/6th of total signal) …associated with big error in long period tides (next slide) 

Killett +Wahr, 2009 



Arctic tides: Fes04 (left) and discrepancy with Grace tides (right) 

Killett +Wahr, 2009 

Mf and Mm, the 2 MAIN long period components (periods = 13.6 days and 27.3 days) have big  
errors (bigger than the total signal). K1 error is big (1/6th ), K1 is Luni-Solar, Mf and Mm are Lunar 
only, tidal harmonic decomposition neglects Moon-Sun-Earth parallax (see MSEClimate proposal) 



Content 

•  Background. 

•  S2: solar (12h permanent. 

•  K1: LuniSolar  annual.  

•  M2: the BIGGEST tide is detected 
@14.7 days by all scatterometers. 

•  All tides: peaks in frequency and wavelengths. 



 M2 tidal currents sampled by QSCAT or ASCAT is @ 14.7 days 

2cm/s 1cm/s 

Actually:  
a daily (or twice daily) sampling of M2  always gives a 14.77 day signal. 
Because data sets and model outputs  are often saved every 24h or 12h,  
14.7 day peaks  are often found in climate records (ERA40, NCEP, ECCO, 
ECMWF, OLR, TRMM, SL, ….. see MoonSunEarth climate proposal, 2009). 

QSCAT detects big 14.7 day cross-equatorial fluctuations. 

14.7 days 



TY (QSCAT or NCEP) and SL ECCO 
SLantisym ECCO 

14.7 days 
14.7 days 

OVWST, Portland, 2007 



14.7 days 14.7 days 

Biweekly Tropical Instability Waves 

14.7 days 

λ 

    dispersion diagram                               QuikSCAT                                    OLR 
      equatorial waves                            cross-equatorial                          antisymmetric 
    KF_Geosat  Indian                                  stress                                     component 

14.7 days 14.7 days 14.7 days 

Values are for a Full Moon day in Sep 2002 relative to the mean of 7days before and after 



29.53 

29.5 

29.5
3 

14.7 days 

*

Values are for a Full Moon day in Sep 2002 relative to the mean of 7days before and after. 

Biweekly Tropical Instability Waves and synodic lunar cycles  

cm 
Arrows below from QuikSCAT winds. 

*

-10cm 

+10cm 

   New  
   Moon 
in North 

Full Moon  
In South * * 

__ from TRMM+QSCAT 
__ from TOPEX/Poseidon 



     18.6 yr modulation of biweekly TIW activity, ENSO and Lunar Inclination  

      1997 minimum of Lunar Inclination 

       2006 Maximum of Lunar Inclination 

Apr06……Aug07 

Strong TIW activity and 2006-07 aborted event 

+1.5ºC 

Weak TIW activity and 1997/98 big event 

Nov96…….Apr98  

+4.0ºC 

-28º8 

-18º1 

+18º1 

+28º8 

-8cm 

+6cm 

-6cm 

+8cm 



“13.6 day” cycles are Lunar only, “14.7 day” cycles 
are due to (Moon-Sun-Earth) alignments and are 

negligible in geocentric tidal computations 

Sidereal               = 27.322 days 
Anomalistic (ecc) = 27.555 days 
Nodical  (declin)   = 27.212 days 

      --- > T/2 = 13.66 days 

Synodic  = 29.5306 days     
   ---> T/2 = 14.77 days        

M2, N2, O1, Q1, Mf,….  Lunar tides 
Ref system used for ALL tides 

Moon alignment with Sun. 
         neap-spring tides 
           waning –waxing  



The Earth+Moon Mass Center is  ~4630km  to ~4730km away from the Earth center. 

                      Among the 8 major planets of the Solar System: 

1)  The Earth has the most eccentric mass center  
      with its Moon,  it is “almost a double planet”. 

2)The Earth obliquity (very stable) is among the biggest 

* 
* * * Ecliptic plane 

Mercury: 3.4º 
Venus:3.9º 

Jupiter:6.1º 

Saturn:5.5º Mars:5.6º 

Earth:7.25º 

3) The Earth has the most inclined orbit relative to Sun’s equator. 

14.7 days                          14.7 days 



QSCAT ASCAT winds and M2 tidal current angles along Indian equator  

U/W ratio  V/W ratio 

ratio>0 eastward 

  ------ M2.QSCAT angle is smaller than M2.ASCAT in this ocean for that month 
  ___  M2.ASCAT tides introduce a strong rotation from Africa (flow towards NE) to  
           open ocean (flow towards South) to Java (flow towards NW). 

ratio<0 westward 

ratio>0 eastward tides or winds 

ratio<0 southward tides or winds 

1.  Units are the same for tides or winds. 
2.  Note pattern (500-to-700km) in M2.QSCAT.  



Content 

•  Background. 

•  S2: solar (12h permanent. 

•  K1: lunisolar  annual.  

•  M2: main tide 14.7 days. 

•  All tides: BIG energy signal (lunar and K1)  
                   specific peaks in frequency and wavelengths. 



ALL tidal components sampled by QSCAT or ASCAT 

Biweekly fluctuations dominate. 
QSCAT and ASCAT similar big ampl. 
Tide:         h  (1/d^3)        energy (1/d^6)  
------------------------------------------------------- 
Solar       S2:      1.      1.         
LuniSolar K1:     1.25          2.13 K2, Ms4 lunisolar very weak. 
Lunar       M2:    1.57          4.61 N2,O1,P1,Q1,Mf,Mm, 
                                                                  M4, Mn4 are all Lunar. 

U/W along Eq Indian  V/W across Eq Pacific 

Note O( 300km-to-1000km)  wavelength in  the tide signals …  
       + there is energy at these wavelengths in both QSCAT and ASCAT winds too! ?  

8cm/s 

Ratio 



Energy of QSCAT or ASCAT zonal or meridional ratios 
 for (winds or ALLtides, M2-> 14.7 days) along Equator 

ASCAT V/W winds 

610km 

Indian peak 610km ASCAT V/W winds 



Energy of QSCAT or ASCAT zonal or meridional ratios 
 for (winds or ALLtides, M2-> 14.7 days) along Equator 

ASCAT V/W tides 

610km 

Indian peak 610km ASCAT V/W winds matches peak V/W tides 



Energy of QSCAT or ASCAT zonal or meridional ratios 
 for (winds or ALLtides, M2-> 14.7 days) along Equator 

QSCAT V/W tides 

690km 

Remember: the (x,t) distribution of QSCAT points is identical to that of ASCAT 

 QSCAT V/W tides (690km) differ from ASCAT V/W tides (610km)  



Energy of QSCAT or ASCAT zonal or meridional ratios 
 for (winds or ALLtides, M2-> 14.7 days) along Equator 

QSCAT U/W winds 

Indian peak at 690km very big for U/W QSCAT winds 
U wind peak matches V tide peak for QSCAT. 
Energy accumulates towards basin scale wavelengths in Pacific. 

690km 



Energy of QSCAT or ASCAT zonal or meridional ratios 
 for (winds or ALLtides, M2-> 14.7 days) along Equator 

ASCAT U/W tides 

610km 

350km 

 U/W tides ASCAT have 2 peaks @ (610km, 350km) in Atlantic. 
 U/W has 2 peaks  in the Indian Ocean @ (1500km, 570km) for QSCAT . 



S2 results: summary 
•  S2 tides sampled by QSCAT/ASCAT into permanent vectors 

converging in tropical Pacific (North of Eq) and Indian (South of 
Eq) towards Indonesian Seas,  crossing eastern Pacific equator 
to the North, 

•  S2 tidal vector directions detected by QSCAT/ASCAT/Adeos2 
consistent with permanent differences between wind vector 
directions monitored by the 3 scatterometers in the tropics. 

•  S2 vectors from QSCAT-ECMWF not consistent with ECMWF 
diurnal cycle of wind vectors. 

•  OGCM results forced by QSCAT consistent with detection of S2 
     permanent vectors by QSCAT (not seen by ECMWF).  

•  Permanent S2_scat amplitude is larger for 12am/12pm QSCAT 
and 6am/6pm Adeos2 than for 9am/9pm ASCAT. 



Preliminary K1, M2, ALLtide results: summary 
•  K1 sampled as annual with same ampl for all scatterometers, 

QSCAT in opposite phase with Adeos2, should be in quadrature 
with ASCAT. For climate (TPJ, Grace and models), most urgent 
need is progress in K1  …….     

•           
•  M2 sampled by SunSync scatterometers into 14.7 day. 

•  All tides sampled by any *SCAT are dominated by Lunar  
components (Energy Moon/Sun>4) introducing divergence/
rotations at specific wavelengths (610km, 690km, 1500km, 
350km…). How is (kx,ky, phasediff) related to the different 
orbits, different basins, different tidal component characteristics? 

•  ......Cal/Val and OWCouplerGCM needed in OVectorWEnergy          
Sum(Tx*u*dS*dt),  Sum(TY*v*dS*dt)…to complete bottom-to-
surface ocean torque due to SHORT tides (accounted for in 
reference frame) 



Important conclusion 
•  Scatterometers can bring NEW and USEFUL 

information for ocean/climate monitoring and 
modeling:  

 The torque between the ocean bottom and 
surface is THE big missing piece in OGCMs 
(in a fixed geocentered reference system) 
needed to explain observed Earth rotation 
LOD variations and polar motions.  

      Choices to be made for scatterometer, altimeter and Grace data 
processing because ref frame and long period tides to be taken in 
climate models separated from short periods: see 
(MoonEarthSunClimate) proposal. 


